Mosaic Books
#7171-X

The Complete Mosaic Handbook: Projects, Techniques, Design
A 320 page guide to basic and advanced techniques for your next mosaic
project. Includes step-by-step instructions for 30 projects including place
mats, coasters, planter, platter, picture frame, jewelry box, glass vase
and more! Use a variety of materials including traditional tile, glass and
stone. Beautiful illustrated, full color hardcover!

#7322-S

Glass On Glass Book & CD
Create mosaic stained glass patio table tops that glow with sunlight! 14
patterns for tables 20” to 48” in dia., with detailed novice instructions for
choosing glass, cutting, grinding, gluing and grouting. Bonus CD contains
each design as .eps and .pdf files to enlarge & print from your PC or Mac.

#7550-I

Tiffany Garden
The book that started the mosaic stepping stone craze! Includes four 16” hex
patterns & ten 4” x 8” brick patterns that can be used with our mosaic forms
to make your garden a Tiffany Garden! Detailed photos & instructions.

#7552-I

Tiffany Garden Book II
Thirteen 8” x 8” double brick patterns and eight 14” round patterns with
instructions. Great designs for mosaic garden tables! Including tulips, water
lily, geraniums, watering can, butterfly, sun & moon, daffodils & more!

#7562-N

The Mosaic Book
Stunning 128 pg. full color book of wonderful mosaic projects and techniques!
Tips for using glass, ceramic, stones and found materials for creative mosaic
decoration! Wealth of information & inspiration with 16 step-by-step projects!

#7569-G

Birdbaths & Borders
Make your garden a Tiffany Garden! Five full size birdbath designs can also be
made as 14” round stepping stones. Plus 5 patterns for the 8” x 16” border form.

#7578-I

Backyard Mosaics
Over 50 projects are featured for your porch, patio, garden and backyard.
Table tops, chairs, stepping stones, gazing balls, statues, door stops, planters &
more are all decorated with colorful mosaic glass & tile.

#7786-H

Dimensional Mosaics
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Not your typical mosaic book! Let your own imagination soar as
the author creates eleven 3-dimensional sculptures of human figures,
purses, guitars, Prices crown and more. Learn how to combine fused
glass painted decoration and mosaic fabrication to form outstanding
dimensional sculptures! 48 full color pages.
#7853-D

Mosaics For The First Time

Mosaic crafting is so much fun, and the results are so fabulous, that you’ll
want to create one beautiful project after another. 112 full color pages of
detailed instruction, 19 great projects using stained glass, mirror, ceramic
tile and found objects!
#7906-M Making Mosaics With Found Objects
Ignite your creative spirit by creating fun, decorative mosaics out of anything
and everything. There is no right way or wrong way with this exciting craft!
Full color, 109 pages.
#7933-S

The Mosaic Artist’s Bible of Techniques
This compact full color manual takes numerous techniques of the mosaic craft
and describes them clearly and simply, so that they are practical and useful as
well as stimulating! Hardcover, 256 pages lay flat spiral binding.

#7937-G

Tiffany Garden Borders
15 patterns for the 48” dia. border form & coordinating patterns for the 8” sq.
form. Repeat pattern to make a mosaic circle around a flower bed, birdbath,
tree or pond. The 8” square can extend your border into ovals & other shapes!

Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!
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